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Abstract
Results of the measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs boson properties with proton-proton collision data at
√
s =
13 TeV collected by CMS detector are presented. The used Higgs boson decay channels include the five major
decay modes, H → γγ, H → ZZ → 4`, H → WW → `ν`ν, H → τ+τ− and H → bb¯, and two rare decay
modes, H → µ+µ− and H → Z/γ∗ + γ → ``γ, with ` = e, µ. The measured Higgs boson properties include its
mass, signal strength relative to the standard model prediction, signal strength modifiers for different Higgs boson
production modes, coupling modifiers to fermions and bosons, effective coupling modifiers to photons and gluons,
simplified template cross sections, fiducial cross sections. All results are consistent, within their uncertainties, with
the expectations for the Standard Model Higgs boson.
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1. Introduction
The standard model of particle physics (SM) [1–3]
has been very successful in explaining high-energy ex-
perimental data. During the Run 1 period of the CERN
LHC, a new particle was discovered by both ATLAS [4]
and CMS [5, 6] experiments and the collected exper-
imental evidence is consistent with the particle being a
Higgs boson [7–10] compatible with the quantum of the
scalar field postulated by the Higgs mechanism [11–13].
In this proceeding the results of the measurements
of the Higgs boson properties at CMS [14] are sum-
marized. For most of the results, the proton-proton
(pp) collision data recorded by the CMS detector dur-
ing 2016 (2016 data set), corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 35.9 fb−1, are used. For H → ZZ and
H → bb¯, the data set corresponding to an integrated lu-
minosity of 41.5 fb−1 at
√
s = 13 TeV and collected
by CMS detector in 2017 (2017 data set) are also used.
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There are four main mechanisms for Higgs boson pro-
duction in pp collisions at LHC. The gluon-gluon fu-
sion mechanism (ggH) has the largest cross section, fol-
lowed in turn by vector boson fusion (VBF), associated
production with a vector boson (VH with V = W or
Z) and production in association with top quarks, tt¯H.
The results presented here are based on the analyses
of the following five decay modes: H → γγ [15, 16],
H → ZZ followed by ZZ decays to 4 leptons [17–19],
H → WW followed by WW → `ν`ν decays [20],
H → τ+τ− [21, 22] and H → bb¯ [23, 24], the fol-
lowing two rare decays modes: H → Z/γ∗γ followed
by Z/γ∗ decays to 2 leptons (Z/γ∗ → ``) [25] and
H → µ+µ− [26], and the combined measurements of
Higgs boson couplings in pp collisions at
√
s = 13
TeV [27]. Here and throughout, ` stands for electrons
or muons (` = e, µ).
The structure of this proceeding is organized as fol-
lows. In section 2 the analysis strategy of each Higgs
boson decay channel is introduced briefly. Section 3
shows the results from each decay channel and also
the combined measurements of the Higgs bosons pro-
duction and decay rates, as well its couplings to vector
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bosons and fermions. Finally the conclusions are in sec-
tion 4.
2. Analysis strategy
2.1. H→ γγ
Despite the small branching ratio predicted by the SM
(≈ 0.2%), the H → γγ decay channel provides a clean
final state with an invariant mass peak that can be re-
constructed with high precision. So a search is made
for a fully reconstructed peak in the diphoton invari-
ant mass distribution on a large irreducible background
from QCD production of two photons. A Boosted De-
cision Tree (BDT) is used to separate prompt photons
from photon candidates satisfying the preselection re-
quirements while resulting from misidentification of jet
fragments. The diphoton vertex assignment relies on
another BDT, whose inputs are observables related to
tracks recoiling against the diphoton system. To im-
prove the sensitivity of the analysis, events are classi-
fied targeting different production mechanisms and ac-
cording to their mass resolution and predicted signal-
to-background ratio. A dedicated diphoton multivariate
classifier (also BDT) is trained to evaluate the diphoton
mass resolution on a per-event basis and is used as an in-
gredient in the categorization. To extract signal events
parametric models for signal and background have been
built separately for each category. The signal model is
extracted from simulation as a combination of several
gaussian function taking into account different correc-
tion and scale factors. The background models are com-
pletely data driven where a nuisance parameter is set to
vary over a set of possible functional forms. This tech-
nique is discussed in details in [29].
2.2. H→ ZZ
The H → ZZ → 4` decay channel has a large signal-
to-background ratio, and the precise reconstruction of
the final-state decay products allows the complete de-
termination of the kinematics of the Higgs boson. This
makes it one of the most important channels for studies
of the Higgs boson’s properties.
The full kinematic information from each event us-
ing either the Higgs boson decay products or associ-
ated particles in its production is extracted using ma-
trix element calculations and used to form several kine-
matic discriminants. The discriminant sensitive to the
gg/qq¯ → 4` kinematics, Dkinbkg, is calculated as [5, 9].
Four discriminants calculated as [30, 31] are used to
enhance the purity of event categories which are sen-
sitive to the VBF signal topology with two associated
jets (D2jet), the VBF signal topology with one associ-
ated jet (D1jet), and to the VH (either ZH or WH) signal
topology with two associated jets from the decay of the
Z→ qq¯ or the W→ qq¯′ (DWH andDZH).
In order to improve the sensitivity to the Higgs boson
production mechanisms, the selected events are classi-
fied into seven categories, based on the multiplicity of
jets, b-tagged jets and additional leptons, missing en-
ergy and selections on kinematic discriminantsDkinbkg.
2.3. H→ W+W−
The large Higgs boson branching fraction to a W bo-
son pair makes this channel one of the most suitable for
a precision measurement of the Higgs boson production
cross section, and also allows studies of subleading pro-
duction channels, such as VBF and VH.
The leptonic decays of the two W bosons provide the
cleanest decay channel, despite the presence of neutri-
nos in the final state that prevents the full reconstruction
of the Higgs boson mass. The different-flavor leptonic
decay mode eµ has the largest branching fraction, is the
least affected by background processes, and therefore
is the most sensitive channel of the analysis. The same-
flavor e+e− and µ+µ− final states are also considered, al-
though their sensitivity is limited by the contamination
from the Drell-Yan background with missing transverse
momentum due to instrumental effects.
The W+W− candidates are selected in events with an
oppositely charged lepton pair, large missing transverse
momentum, and various numbers of jets. The events
are categorized by jet multiplicity to better handle the
tt¯ background. In addition, dedicated categories are de-
signed to enhance the sensitivity to the VBF and VH
production mechanisms.
2.4. H→ τ+τ−
To establish the mass generation mechanism for
fermions, it is necessary to probe the direct coupling
of the Higgs boson to such particles. The most promis-
ing decay channel is τ+τ−, because of the large event
rate expected in the SM compared to the µ+µ− decay
channel. Using pp collision data at Run 1, the combina-
tion of the results from CMS and ATLAS experiments
yields an observed (expected) significance of 5.5 (5.0)
standard deviations [8].
Measurement of the H → τ+τ− signal strength is
performed using 2016 data set. All possible τ+τ− fi-
nal states are studied, except for those with two muons
or two electrons because of the low branching fraction
and large background contribution. In the following,
the symbol τh refers to τ leptons reconstructed in their
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hadronic decays. The four τ-pair final states with the
largest branching fractions are studied in this analysis :
µτh, eτh, τhτh, and eµ.
2.5. H→ bb¯
The H → bb¯ decay tests directly the Higgs boson
coupling to fermions, and more specifically to down-
type quarks, and has not yet been established experi-
mentally. In the SM, for a Higgs boson mass mH =
125 GeV, the branching fraction is approximately 58%,
by far the largest. An observation in this channel is nec-
essary to solidify the Higgs boson as the source of mass
generation in the fermion sector of the SM [2, 32].
A search for the H → bb¯ when Higgs boson pro-
duced in association with an electroweak vector bo-
son is summarized in this proceeding for the follow-
ing processes: Z(νν)H, W(µν)H, W(eν)H, Z(µµ)H, and
Z(ee)H, using both 2016 and 2017 data set [23, 24].
The final states that predominantly correspond to these
processes, respectively, are characterized by the num-
ber of leptons required in the event selection, and are
referred to as the 0-, 1-, and 2-lepton channels. The re-
sults from this search are combined with those of similar
searches performed by the CMS Collaboration during
Run 1 [33, 34].
2.6. H→ Z/γ∗(→ ``)γ
Measurements of rare decays of the Higgs boson,
such as H → γ∗γ and H → Zγ, would enhance our
understanding of the SM of particle physics, and allow
us to probe exotic couplings introduced by possible ex-
tensions of the SM [35–37].
In the search for H → Z/γ∗ + γ, the leptonic chan-
nel, γ∗/Z → `` (` = e or µ), is most promising as it
has relatively low background. Experimentally one can
separate the off- and on-shell contributions, and define
the respective signal regions, using a selection based on
the invariant mass of the dilepton system, m`` = mγ∗/Z .
For the measurements presented in this proceeding a
threshold of m`` = 50 GeV is used to separate the
two processes. This proceeding will summarize the
results from the search for Higgs boson decaying to
H → γ∗γ → µµγ and H → Zγ → ``γ at 13 TeV.
2.7. H→ µ+µ−
The study of the Higgs boson decays to muons is of
particular importance because it extends the investiga-
tion to its couplings to fermions of the second genera-
tion. For a Higgs boson with a mass of 125.09 GeV,
the expected branching fraction to muons is 2.17 ×
10−4 [28]. The signal would appear as a narrow res-
onance over a smoothly falling mass spectrum from
the SM background processes, primarily Drell–Yan and
leptonic tt¯ decays.
This proceeding will summarize the result, the up-
per limits on the product of the Higgs boson produc-
tion cross section and branching fraction B(H→µ+µ−),
of the search for H → µ+µ− events with 2016 data set
, and its combination with the Run 1 data collected at√
s = 7 and 8 TeV corresponding to integrated luminosi-
ties of 5.0 fb−1 and 19.7 fb−1, respectively. Events are
classified into categories using variables that are largely
uncorrelated with mµµ in order to enhance the sensitiv-
ity to the Higgs boson signal. The primary Higgs bo-
son production mechanisms targeted by this analysis are
VBF and ggH. The event categories are defined using
the BDT score trained to distinguish between the signal
events and the background, and the expected dimuon
mass resolution, gauged by the largest |η| of the two
muons.
2.8. Combined measurements
Combined measurements of the production and de-
cay rates of the Higgs boson, as well as its couplings
to vector bosons and fermions, using 2016 data set are
also presented. The combination is based on the anal-
yses targeting the four main Higgs boson production
mechanisms (gluon fusion, vector boson fusion, and
associated production with a W or Z boson, or a top
quark-antiquark pair) and the following decay modes:
H→ γγ, ZZ, WW, ττ, bb, and µµ, as mentioned above.
Searches for invisible Higgs boson decays are also con-
sidered.
3. Results
3.1. Mass
The left plot in Figure 1 shows the mγγ distribu-
tion in data and signal-plus-background model fits for
all categories summed and weighted by their sensi-
tivity. The best fit mass is found at mH = 125.4 ±
0.3 GeV = 125.4 ± 0.2(stat.) ± 0.2(sys.) GeV, com-
patible with the combined mass measurement from AT-
LAS and CMS [7]. In the analysis of H → ZZ → 4`,
different distributions are used to build the likelihood
used to extract the Higgs boson mass. The one dimen-
sional (1D) likelihood scans vs. mH, while profiling
the signal strength modifier µ along with all other nui-
sance parameters for the 1D L(m′4`), 2D L(m′4`,D′mass),
and 3D L(m′4`,D′mass,Dkinbkg) fits, including the m(Z1)
constraint, with Z1 the Z candidate with an invariant
/ Nuclear and Particle Physics Proceedings 00 (2018) 1–8 4
mass closest to the nominal Z boson mass (mZ) [38],
are shown in the right of Figure 1. The nominal re-
sult for the mass measurement is obtained from the 3D
fit. The measured mass value from H → ZZ → 4` is
mH = 125.26 ± 0.20(stat.) ± 0.08(sys.) GeV. The mass
measurement from H → ZZ → 4` is the most precise at
LHC. It is statistical limited while them main systematic
uncertainty is the lepton momentum scale.
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Figure 1: Left plot shows mγγ distribution in data and signal-plus-
background model fits for all categories summed and weighted by
their sensitivity [15]. The one (green) and two (yellow) standard de-
viation bands include the uncertainties in the background component
of the fit. The lower panel shows the residuals after the background
subtraction. Right plot gives 1D likelihood scans as a function of
the Higgs boson mass for the 1D, 2D, and 3D measurement from the
H → ZZ → 4` analysis [17]. The likelihood scans are shown for the
mass measurement using the refitted mass distribution with the m(Z1)
constraint. Solid lines represent scans with all uncertainties included,
dashed lines those with only statistical uncertainties.
3.2. Signal strengths
A likelihood scan of the signal strength modifier,
defined as the ratio of the observed Higgs boson rate
in each decay channel to the standard model expecta-
tion, is performed. From H → γγ decay channel, the
best fit signal strength modifier measured for all cate-
gories combined using this method is µ = 1.18+0.17−0.14 =
1.18 +0.12−0.11(stat.)
+0.09
−0.07(sys.)
+0.07
−0.06(theo.) at the best fit mass
value mH = 125.4 GeV as mentioned above. The results
of a fit to the signal strength modifier for each produc-
tion mode, defined analogously to the overall µ above,
are shown in the left of Figure 2. A simultaneous fit to
all categories is performed to extract the signal strength
modifier for the H → ZZ → 4` decay channel. With
the 2017 data set, the combined signal strength is mea-
sured to be µ = 1.10+0.19−0.17 = 1.10
+0.14
−0.13(stat)
+0.13
−0.14(syst) at
the combined measured mass from ATLAS and CMS in
Run 1 mH = 125.09 GeV. The measured signal strength
modifier from the combination of 2016 and 2017 data
is µ = 1.06+0.15−0.13. The right plot of Figure 2 shows the
signal strength modifiers corresponding to the main SM
Higgs boson production modes and the global signal
strength µ, in each 2016 and 2017 data and their com-
bination. SM expectation is 1. From H → W+W− de-
cay channel, the observed cross section times branching
fraction is 1.28+0.18−0.17 times the standard model prediction
for the Higgs boson with a mass of 125.09GeV.
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Figure 2: The measured signal strength modifier for each produc-
tion mode and the global signal strength at the best fit mass value mH
= 125.4 GeV, with H → γγ channel (left) [15]. Signal strength mod-
ifiers corresponding to the main SM Higgs boson production modes
and the global signal strength at mH = 125.09 GeV, in each 2016 and
2017 data and their combination, with H → ZZ → 4` decay channel
(right) [19].
3.3. Cross section measurements
Various measurements of the cross section for Higgs
boson production are performed. Firstly the cross sec-
tion measurements for different SM Higgs boson pro-
duction processes (σggH , σVBF, σVHhad, σVHlep, and
σtt¯H) in the simplified template cross section (STXS)
framework [28] for a reduced fiducial volume defined
using a selection on the Higgs boson rapidity |yH| < 2.5.
The STXS approach differs from the signal strength
modifier measurements in the splitting of the produc-
tion modes, and reduces the dependence of the measure-
ments on the theoretical uncertainties in the SM predic-
tions, by avoiding the size able uncertainty associated
with the extrapolation to the full phase space. The mea-
surements correspond to the ‘stage-0’ simplified tem-
plate cross sections from [28]. The left plot of Fig-
ure 2 gives the measured cross section ratios from the
H → γγ channel for each process (black points) in the
Higgs boson simplified template cross section frame-
work, with the SM Higgs boson mass profiled, com-
pared to the SM expectations and their uncertainties
(blue band). The right plot of Figure 2 shows the mea-
sured simplified template cross sections, normalized to
the SM prediction, from H → ZZ → 4` decay chan-
nel. The grey bands indicate the theoretical uncertain-
ties in the SM predictions. The orange error bars show
the full uncertainty, including experimental uncertain-
ties and theoretical uncertainties causing migration of
events between the various categories.
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(right plot) [17]. The grey bands indicate the theoretical uncertainties
in the SM predictions. The orange error bars show the full uncer-
tainty, including experimental uncertainties and theoretical uncertain-
ties causing migration of events between the various categories.
The cross sections for the production and decay of
Higgs boson in a tight fiducial phase space are also mea-
sured in both H → γγ and H → ZZ → 4` decays.
The measured integrated fiducial cross section is com-
patible to the SM expectation within uncertainties, for
each decay channel. The integrated fiducial cross sec-
tion measured from H → ZZ → 4` as a function of √s
is shown in the top left plot of Figure 4, compared to
the SM predictions. The differential cross sections as a
function of the Higgs boson transverse momentum and
the jet multiplicity from both decay channels, and the
transverse momentum of the leading associated jet from
H → ZZ → 4`, are also measured and compared with
the corresponding theoretical predictions, as shown in
the rest plots of Figure 4.
3.4. Higgs-fermion coupling from H→ τ+τ−
Grouping events in the signal region by their deci-
mal logarithm of the ratio of the signal (S ) to signal-
plus-background (S + B) in each bin, an excess of ob-
served events with respect to the SM background ex-
pectation is clearly visible in the most sensitive bins
of the analysis, as shown in the left plot of Figure 5.
The excess in data is quantified by calculating the cor-
responding local p-value using a profile likelihood ratio
test statistic. The observed significance for a SM Higgs
boson with mH = 125.09 GeV is 4.9 standard devia-
tions, for an expected significance of 4.7 standard de-
viations. The corresponding best fit value for the signal
strength µ is 1.09+0.27−0.26 at mH = 125.09 GeV, as shown in
the right plot of Figure 5. The individual best fit signal
strengths per channel, using the constraints obtained on
the systematic uncertainties through the global fit, are
also given in the right plot of Figure 5. If combined
with the data collected at center-of-mass energies of 7
and 8 TeV [44], both the observed and expected signif-
icance are 5.9 standard deviations. The corresponding
best fit value for the signal strength µ is 0.98 ± 0.18 at
mH = 125.09 GeV. This constitutes the most significant
direct measurement of the coupling of the Higgs boson
to fermions by a single experiment.
From the search results of Higgs boson decaying to a
pair of τ leptons and produced in association with a vec-
tor boson [22], the signal strength is measured relative
to the expectation for the standard model Higgs boson,
yielding µ = 2.5+1.4−1.3. The results are combined with ear-
lier CMS measurements targeting Higgs boson decays
to a pair of τ leptons, performed with the same data set
in the gluon fusion and vector boson fusion production
modes. The combined signal strength is µ = 1.24+0.29−0.27
(1.00+0.24−0.23 expected), and the observed significance is
5.5 standard deviations (4.8 expected) for a Higgs bo-
son mass of 125 GeV.
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Figure 4: The measured fiducial cross section as a function of
√
s (top
left) with H → ZZ → 4` decay channel [17]. The results of the dif-
ferential cross section measurements from H → ZZ → 4` are shown
for pT(H) (top right) and pT(jet) of the leading associated jet (bot-
tom left) [17]. The differential cross sections as a function of the jet
multiplicity N(jets) measured in H→ γγ channel (bottom right) [16].
The measurements are compared to the theoretical predictions, com-
bining the Higgs boson cross sections and branching fraction as in
the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group [28] with two differ-
ent generators for the gluon-gluon fusion process: NNLOPS [39]
(in orange) and POWHEG [40–42] (in green) for H → ZZ → 4`
plots, MADGRAPH aMC@NLO [43] (in orange) and POWHEG (in
green) for H → γγ plot. The subdominant component of the signal
(VBF + VH + tt¯H) is denoted as XH, and generated using MAD-
GRAPH aMC@NLO only and is shown in blue in the plots.
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3.5. Observations of tt¯H and H→ bb¯
Higgs boson production in association with a top
quark-antiquark pair is observed, based on a combined
analysis of proton-proton collision data at center-of-
mass energies of
√
s = 7, 8, and 13 TeV, correspond-
ing to integrated luminosities of up to 5.1, 19.7, and
35.9 fb−1, respectively [45]. The results of statisti-
cally independent searches for Higgs bosons produced
in conjunction with a top quark-antiquark pair and de-
caying to pairs of W bosons, Z bosons, photons, τ lep-
tons, or bottom quark jets are combined to maximize
sensitivity. An excess of events is observed, with a sig-
nificance of 5.2 standard deviations, over the expecta-
tion from the background-only hypothesis. The corre-
sponding expected significance from the standard model
for a Higgs boson mass of 125.09 GeV is 4.2 standard
deviations. The combined best fit signal strength nor-
malized to the standard model prediction is 1.26+0.31−0.26.
The results are shown in Figure 6.
The search for Higgs boson produced in association
with an electroweak vector boson and decaying to a bb¯
pair is performed. When combined all VH measure-
ments using data collected at
√
s = 7, 8, and 13 TeV,
an excess of events is observed at mH = 125.09 GeV
with a significance of 4.8 standard deviations, where
the expectation for the SM Higgs boson is 4.9. The
corresponding measured signal strength is 1.01 ± 0.22.
The results are summarized in Table 1. Combining this
result with previous measurements by the CMS Col-
laboration of the H → bb¯ decay in events where the
Higgs boson is produced through gluon fusion, vec-
tor boson fusion, or in association with top quarks, the
observed (expected) significance increases to 5.6 (5.5)
standard deviations and the signal strength is µ = 1.04±
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Figure 6: The test statistic q, defined as the negative of twice the
logarithm of the profile likelihood ratio [46], as a function of µtt¯H for
all decay modes at 7+8TeV and at 13TeV, separately, and for all decay
modes at all center-of-mass energies (left plot) [45]. The expected
SM result for the overall combination is also shown. Best fit value
of the tt¯H signal strength modifier µtt¯H (right plot) [45], with its 1
and 2 standard deviation confidence intervals (σ), for (upper section)
the five individual decay channels considered, (middle section) the
combined result for 7+8TeV alone and for 13TeV alone, and (lower
section) the overall combined result. The Higgs boson mass is taken
to be 125.09 GeV.
0.20. This constitutes the observation of the H → bb¯
decay by the CMS Collaboration.
Significance (σ)
Data set Expected Observed Signal strength
2017 3.1 3.3 1.08 ± 0.34
Run 2 4.2 4.4 1.06 ± 0.26
Run 1 + Run 2 4.9 4.8 1.01 ± 0.22
Table 1: Expected and observed significances, in σ, and observed sig-
nal strengths for the VH production process with H → bb¯ [24]. Re-
sults are shown separately for 2017 data, combined Run 2 (2016 and
2017) data, and for the combination of the Run 1 and Run 2 data sets.
All results are obtained for mH = 125.09 GeV combining statistical
and systematic uncertainties.
3.6. Upper limits on the Higgs boson rare decays
For Higgs boson decays to a Z boson and a pho-
ton (H → Zγ → ``γ,` = e or µ), or to two pho-
tons, one of which has an internal conversion into a
muon pair (H → γ∗γ → µµγ), no significant excess
above the expected background is found from 2016 data
samples. Limits on the Higgs boson production cross
section times the corresponding branching fractions are
set. The expected exclusion limits at 95% confidence
level are about 2.1–2.3 (3.9–9.1) times the SM cross
section in the H → γ∗γ → µµγ (H → Zγ → ``γ)
channel in the mass range from 120 to 130 GeV, and
the observed limit varies between about 1.4 and 4.0
(6.1 and 11.4) times the SM cross section. Finally, the
/ Nuclear and Particle Physics Proceedings 00 (2018) 1–8 7
H → γ∗γ → µµγ and H → Zγ → ``γ analyses are
combined for mH = 125 GeV, obtaining an observed
(expected) 95% confidence level upper limit of 3.9 (2.0)
times the SM cross section. The results are shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Exclusion limit, at 95% CL, on the cross section of the
H → γ∗γ → µµγ process (left plot) and the H → Zγ → ``γ process
(right plot) relative to the SM prediction, as a function of the Higgs
boson mass [25].
For the Higgs boson decaying to two muons [26], the
95% confidence level observed (expected) upper limit
on the production cross section times branching fraction
to a pair of muons is found to be 2.95 (2.45) times the
standard model expectation at the mass of 125.09 GeV,
using 2016 data. In combination with Run 1 data, the
observed (expected) upper limit improves to 2.92 (2.16)
times the standard model value. This corresponds to an
upper limit on the standard model Higgs boson branch-
ing fraction to muons of 6.4 × 10−4 .
3.7. Combinations on signal strength and couplings
Selected results of the combined measurements of the
production and decay rates of the Higgs boson [27], as
well as its couplings to vector bosons and fermions, are
shown in Figure 8. The best-fit ratio of the signal yield
to the standard model expectation is measured to be
µ = 1.17 ± 0.10 = 1.17 ± 0.06 (stat.) +0.06−0.05 (sig. theo.) ±
0.06 (other syst.), assuming a Higgs boson mass of
125.09 GeV. An improvement in the measured pre-
cision of the gluon fusion production rate of around
∼50% is achieved compared to previous ATLAS and
CMS measurements [8]. Additional results are given
for parametrizations with varying assumptions on the
scaling behavior of the different production and decay
modes, including generic ones based on ratios of cross
sections and branching fractions or coupling modifiers.
The results are compatible with the standard model pre-
dictions in all parametrizations considered.
4. Conclusions
The results of the measurements of the 125 GeV
Higgs boson properties at CMS are presented. The mea-
sured Higgs boson properties include its mass, signal
strength relative to the standard model prediction, sig-
nal strength modifiers for different Higgs boson pro-
duction modes, coupling modifiers to fermions and
bosons, effective coupling modifiers to photons and glu-
ons, simplified template cross sections, total and dif-
ferential fiducial cross sections. All results are con-
sistent, within their uncertainties, with the expectations
for the Standard Model Higgs boson. Many achieve-
ments beyond the Higgs boson discovery have been ob-
tained at the CMS, mainly based on the pp collision data
at
√
s = 13 TeV. The achievements include the im-
proved precision in Higgs boson properties, observation
of tt¯H production and single-experiment observation of
H→ τ+τ− by CMS, observation of H→ bb¯ decay.
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Figure 8: Summary plots of the fit to the per-production mode sig-
nal strength modifiers (top left), the stage 0 simplified template cross
sections as the ratios of cross sections and branching fractions (top
right), results of the fit using the six parameter κ-framework model
plotted versus the particle masses overlayed with the phenomenolog-
ical (M, ) fit (κF = v mf /M
1+ for fermions and κV = v m2V /M
1+2
for vector bosons, with the SM Higgs boson vacuum expectation value
v = 246.22 GeV) for comparison (bottom left), and the 1σ and 2σ CL
regions in the κF vs. κV parameter space for the model assuming a
common scaling of all the vector boson and fermion couplings (bot-
tom right) [27].
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